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“Readers and art clients alike have responded very positively as Artmag seeks to fill the vacuum brought on by these unusual times and
have supported and continued to follow us digitally.
Artmag is passionate about the arts and we will continue to share news, stories, and features as events unfold. Our role has always been
to celebrate and nurture the galleries, artists, performing arts and arts related businesses and inspire our readers to fully engage.”

2020 Audience Updates
• Since lockdown Art Mag has pivoted
to a digital-only resource with an
average monthly reach of over
41k. Social following at 14,000+ and
growing.
• From a printed distribution of 25k
magazines, there is now a traceable
readership with over 29,355 website
sessions per month by the final
quarter of 2020.
• On average we are seeing 19
thousand new users visit the website
every month so there is a huge

potential to increase visibility to new
audiences.
• In Q4, Art Mag had visitors from
over 100 different countries globally
expanding its reach to 5 additional
countries over the course of the
year.
• Championing domestic art with a
global audience but engaging art
lovers closer to home with 40+% of
visitors being from Scotland and 30%
from England.

Editorial coverage
Artmag, now in its 14th year responded to the extraordinary events of
2020 and as of April 3, quickly moved our bi-monthly magazine online and
started life as a brand new weekly magazine issued every Friday morning.
Our readers have continued to stay tuned to the evolving and latest news
of the art world in Scotland and beyond. Please view www.artmag.co.uk.

‘Suspend’, Lucy Campbell, courtesy of Frames Gallery

• Every advertiser is assured editorial support within the magazine and or online.
• Please add to your mailing list and send news and images to:
editor@artmag.co.uk
• In addition, our online editor posts daily news and updates and promotes
exhibitions and openings via the blog posts and social media alerts. Please add
to your mailing list and email: digital.editor@artmag.co.uk
• Images for blog posts are best as horizontal.
• We welcome and can host video links or audio within an editorial post.
• Our art bloggers continue to capture openings and online events as we wait
again for re-opening.
• Special sponsored content can be discussed with the publisher.
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“In 2020 we changed our business model from a focus on local to Scottish Contemporary Artists.
We also started working with Artmag in lockdown and have seen our gallery grow and expand.”
Scottish Gallery Owner, Carol Kelly
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Content
The same art coverage our readers have enjoyed
throughout our publishing history.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visual and Performing Arts News and Previews
Gallery, Museum and Event Openings
Craft & Design
Art Books
Topical focus features
Art & Travel articles for when we can!
Profiles of Artists and Performers
Competitions

Reader Demographic Summary
Mainly professionals and financially stable audiences who
regularly attend performing and visual arts events. Other
main interests include London visits and country hotel
getaways, art-painting-music-history tours, food & wine,
film, books, exercise, outdoors/environment, photography,
health, fashion and continuing education. They are
motivated by a sense of aesthetics with emphasis on the
home and quality.

Rates
Please call or email publisher concerning rates for the online
weekly magazine.
Your exhibition or event dates will factor into the correct
timing for promotion and editorial.
Enquiries welcome from all arts and performing art groups
and any art related businesses.

“Best art
magazine
around”

Christie Dessy
publisher@artmag.co.uk
07968 191 032

Jean Duncan, Pittenweem Arts
Festival Director

The Musee d’Arts de Nantes
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Specifications
Payment Terms
Invoices are due upon receipt or within 7
days. All invoices are emailed unless otherwise
specified. Late payments will be charged
interest under the 1998 Late Payment of
Commercial Debts (Interest) Act if they are
over 30 days from receipt of invoice.

Camera-Ready Artwork
• Please send camera ready artwork to
publisher@artmag.co.uk
• Please supply artwork as a high resolution
300dpi JPEG
• Fonts should be embedded or vectorised
• Any artwork supplied incorrectly and
which requires resizing, reworking or any
amendments by Artmag will be subject to
a charge based on ad design rates
Advert Design and Production
Important
• If Artmag is designing your advert please
send all files to publisher@artmag.co.uk
• Do not include images in the body of the
email
• Please send only one email with images as
attached hi-res jpegs (1MB)
• Title of images, artist names and
dimensions (if required.)
• Include any main headings or title, copy,
dates, contact info, logo as required
• Large image files can be sent separately or
use wire transfer link
Ad Placement
At the discretion of Artmag and cannot be
guaranteed.

New Advertisers
New advertisers agree to pre-pay the first ad
insertion upon supplied invoice, once a verbal
and/or written confirmation is agreed with
Artmag.
Agencies
All rates are net. Agencies please add
commission.
‘Summer in the City: Study for Cafe Borgia, New York’, Joe McIntyre, courtesy of Gallery Q

PLEASE NOTE NEW WIDER SPECS
SIZES
Size in mm
Full page

195w x 230h

Two thirds (vertical)

128w x 230h

Half page (horizontal)

195w x 113h

Third (square)

128w x 113h

Third (vertical)

61w x 230h

Sixth (vertical)

61w x 113h

Preferred methods of payment
BACS or Credit & Debit card payments –
*online links provided on invoice.
TERMS OF PAYMENT +
CONDITIONS
Cancellation of display advertising must
be received by the Publisher in writing
at least 8 business days in advance
before ad copy is due on Wednesday. ie
Tuesday previous week. The publisher
reserves the right to invoice the
customer in full for 100% of the cost of
the advert.
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“Pre-Covid, Artmag helped in mapping out
our annual trip to Scotland. Bought some
great pieces and thanks to Artmag, have
made four online purchases direct with
galleries since first lockdown.
Many thanks in producing such an
entertaining magazine (and website).
Looking forward to future editions and,
even more so, to future trips in person
to the galleries. Very best wishes and
good health in the New Year to the
whole team”.
Artmag reader, A. Brown
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